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Having the picture-perfect marriage seems rational when the only person you live, breathe, and love is your
husband. Twenty-four year old NaTaysia is convinced the only man that is capable of loving her is her
handsome, sophisticated husband JaMel Taylor. JaMel is the only man she has known emotionally,
physically and mentally. That is, until she runs into the notorious De’Carlos Banks, known to the streets as
Mega. His cockiness, craziness, and thug demeanor is just too much for her to resist. NaTaysia finds herself
head over heels for Mega when he opens her eyes to a life only one can imagine.
JaMel is a businessman who has a few secrets of his own. He loves NaTaysia more than he loves himself but
finds himself in a world of trouble when his manly instincts takes over and he can no longer fight temptation.
Mega is a known Boss in every city he touches down in. Owning the drug game for over a decade, he has the
world in his possession. The only thing missing is someone to share it with. After being captivated by
NaTaysia, he is determined for them to be together by any means.
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From Reader Review All I Want is that Hood Love for online ebook

Lisa says

Oh my!

I think I have read this book before but it didn't stop me from reading it again! A really good read! I do
recommend!

Shakeria Sharie says

I loved this book. That ending left me wanting more and curious. I can't wait for part 2. I was shocked when
MeMe was Mega's sister.

Tandra Crews says

Enjoyed It

I enjoyed reading this book. I’m excited to read the next one in this series.im still not sure how I feel about
Mega because is cockiness is kind of cute but it’s throwing me off. I don’t like cocky guys.

Sharon says

Taysia and Kira are the best of friends. Both of them have their ups and downs in relationships in this book.
Kira just let's Jay do her any kind of way because what she went through with him I would not wish on my
enemy. Taysia thought she had the good life little did she know that Her husband Jamel was doing major
dirt. When I tell you that I loved Mega. I mean "Hands up" Where him at with that BIG.....okay I can say that
in this review but Baby....He is the Truth! On to book 2

Jacquis says

Good Read, I Think ?

This book was good, I think but I was bit perturbed...everyone was sexing it up but no one used a condom
even after they caught a STD... The writer needed to make her characters a little bit more responsible... The
only character I liked was Rock and maybe because he didn’t have as many scenes... The story moved
quickly a bit too quick to the point I can’t really understand NyTashia and Benzo falling in love... I will read
the second book because the ending came out of no where ....



Autumn Crum says

Wow I love it! On to book two

Mzjelly Jones says

Wow

Very good book couldn't put it down can't wait for part 2 please don't keep us waiting !!!#### !!! !

Elle1986 says

Well now that was one hell of a twist I did not see coming at all. I am so supposed to be sleep but jumped
right into book two... LATA!

Jeanine F. Boirard says

Aaahhh omg

That ending...... Mega is the man, damn shit I would cheat with his fine alpha male ass...part 2 us going to be
the truth, you know is wrong but you so right.love this book been wanting some hood love to read, happy I
got this.

Bianca Jones says

What the....

That ending through me for a whole loop! I cAnt wait to dive into part two to see what the heck is going on.
First read by Mercedes.

Taz Will says

Didn’t see much a love story here because Taysia was married and pregnant from the jump and supposedly
in love with her husband. Before the sentence could set in, she was lusting over someone else. The entire
read we get a bunch of cheating and reasons why the grass was greener. Mega was something new and an
upgrade so not much love going on with any of these characters. Okay read if you can follow along with the
petty stuff long enough to get into it.



Tee~tee says

Love it

Love this book can't wait to read part 2 to find out what happens with everyone. Hope mega gets his Ms.lady

Jacqueline Alexander says

So Good???

I'm loving this .... So how can a town be that small. Mega is the man?... how he gone have another women
when he trying to break up someone else's happy home. Shit just got real?? .. And she giving the side chic a
baby shower not knowing who the daddy is? messy?

MZURAQT says

Nataysia Taylor Has a lot going for herself at the young age of twenty four. Married to the successful Jamel
Taylor and being a nurse has her living a very comfortable life but even comfortable gets boring. Nataysia
finds herself in a deep game when she meets Mega.Although Jamel is the only man she knows she is curious
to see what mega has to offer. But is the grass greener on the other side?

Kay says

OMG OMG!!!! This damn book ..... EVERYTHING!!! Where is Mega i need to find him like yesterday ...
Geeesh a damn shame we be lustin after the men in these damn books but oh well!!! U could NOT put this
book down i finished it at 3:30 this morning.... Thd ending tho?? My mouth is still on the floor!!
BOMB.COM!!! Get it!!


